
Finding Your Design Sense Student Work is Beyond Awesome
I’m blown away by the work done by those who took my Finding Your Design Sense 
workshop this fall and winter. I think you will be too.

Inspired by sessions on line, shape (circles) and texture, Peggy Natoli created these 
gorgeous quilts. Above left, she incorporated couching to create lines that connected her 
appliquéd circles. Above right, Peggy’s use of value brings life to her design.



Emily Kaiser’s “Sour Puss Angels” is not only delightful but shows Emily’s attention to detail in 
her designs. She fussy cut their dresses. Look for the ones with fish, squirrels and birds. Notice 
her use of fabric with swirls for the wings to show motion. Enjoy Emily’s careful fussy cutting of 
flowers and of the cat faces, which she highlighted using Prismacolor pencils to match their outfits 
and shaded to add depth. She made good use of negative space around the cats to call viewers’ 
attention to each one. The cats were arranged so the lighter ones are at the top and darker ones 
at the bottom. Fabrics include those designed by Kaffe Fassett, Tula Pink and Alexander Henry 
plus some fabric she picked up at an estate sale. Emily likes the fact these are serious cats. It’s 
almost as if they have Mona Lisa smiles, she said.



Linda Billard designed “Interlace” then 
began to search for the best way to 
construct the design. She knew it could be 
appliquéd but she’s not a fan of appliqué. 
She does enjoy foundation paper piecing. In 
the end, she found a way to paper piece 
much of the quilt but did appliqué the center 
where the lines intersect. Before cutting into 
the fabric she will use for her final version of 
this quilt — I hope to be able to share the 
final version in a future newsletter — Linda 
made a mock up to be sure her construction 
plans would work. Her final piece will be in 
shades of purple and green. The mock up 
helped her see the need to avoid the darker 
color showing through the lighter color. She 
has a plan to avoid this in the final piece. 
This is the kind of work folks do in my 
Finding Your Design Sense workshop. 
I hope you’ll sign up for the workshop 
starting in April.This is an intensive series of 
five classes that can take your quilting in 
new, unique and exciting directions.  

A workshop exercise got Renae 
Adelmann thinking about designing 

from the center out. Drawing on 
inspiration from Jean Wells’ improv 

piecing, she created this design that 
reflects the daisies that make cameos 

in the quilt. Renae is interested in 
drawing design inspiration from 

nature, something she succeeded in 
doing here, and something we 

discuss in this workshop.



Martha Ritter loves to experiment from color to materials to stitching and beyond. 


